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Abstract

The ends of each chromosome are capped by the telomere assembly to protect chromosomal

integrity from telomere attrition and DNA damage. In response to DNA damage, DNA repair fac-

tors are enriched at damage sites by a sophisticated signaling and recruitment cascade. However,

DNA damage response at telomeres is different from non-telomeric region of genomic DNA due

to specialized sequences and structures of the telomeres. In the course of normal DNA replication

or DNA damage repair, both the telomere shelterin protein complex and the condensed telomeric

chromatin structure in mammalian cells are modified to protect telomeres from exposing free

DNA ends which are subject to both telemere shortening and chromosome end fusion. Initiation

of either homologous recombination or non-homologous end joint repair at telomeres requires

disassembling and/or post-translational modifications of the shelterin complex and telomeric

chromatin. In addition, cancer cells utilize distinct mechanisms to maintain telomere length and

cell survival upon damage. In this review, we summarize current studies that focus on telomere

end protection and telomere DNA repair using different methodologies to model telomere DNA

damage and disruption. These include genetic ablation of sheltering proteins, targeting endo-

nuclease to telomeres, and delivering oxidative damage directly. These different approaches,

when combined, offer better understanding of the mechanistic differences in DNA damage

response between telomeric and genomic DNA, which will provide new hope to identify potential

cancer therapeutic targets to curtail cancer cell proliferation via induction of telomere

dysfunctions.
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Introduction

The integrity of the genome is crucial for sustained cell proliferation
and hence plays a critical role in cancer development, treatment, and
aging. Telomere oxidative damage and attrition leads to genomic
instability and is a major threat to the maintenance of chromosomal
integrity [1]. Telomeric DNA consists of long duplex telomeric
DNA and single-strand DNA overhangs of TTAGGG repeats [2,3].
To avoid inappropriate DNA damage response at the end of chro-
mosomes, the unique T-loop structure of telomeres is formed by

protrusion of 3′ single-strand end into the DNA duplex strands to
avoid the ends of the chromosome to be detected as a strand break.
Meanwhile, telomere integrity is protected by the shelterin protein
complex including TRF1, TRF2, RAP1, TIN2, POT1, and TPP1,
which physically coats telomere repeating sequences [4,5]. Telomere
region is frequently compromised by DNA damage, as evidenced by
the frequent DNA damage foci observed at telomere sites during
aging [6]. A most likely endogenous source is oxidation-mediated
base modifications and associated strand breaks [7–9]. In addition,
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the densely compacted nature of telomere by shelterin protein com-
plex may render telomere DNA damage more resistant to DNA
repair [10]. If not repaired efficiently, damaged telomeres will suffer
accelerated erosion and restrict the proliferative lifespan of cells
[11]. To date, how the telomeric structure and the shelterin proteins
protect telomere in the face of frequent DNA damage is an urgent
issue for understanding the role of telomeres during oncogenesis.
Furthermore, many cancer therapies involve DNA-targeting modal-
ities that have a direct effect on telomeres. For example, 40% of the
cancers are treated by radiation therapy, which introduces base oxi-
dation, DNA strand breaks on both nuclear DNA and telomere
DNA. Understanding how cells respond to and repair oxidation-
induced damage is important for controlling cancer progression and
response to DNA-targeting therapies.

DNA Damage Response Induced by Genetic

Ablation of Shelterin Proteins

Several groups, including the de Lange laboratory, have made the
original discovery that inappropriate engagement of DNA repair
mechanisms at normal telomeres is avoided by the assembly of
shelterin proteins onto telomere DNA structures [12,13]. Among
the key shelterin proteins, TRF1 and TRF2 share protein struc-
tural resemblance and bind to double-strand telomeric sequence
TTAGGG. However, each protein seems to offer a different type of
telomere protection mechanism. Early studies showed that inhibition
of endogenous TRF2 function via a dominant negative mutant
resulted in loss of telomeric 3′-overhang and end-to-end chromo-
some fusion, which activated ATM- and p53-dependent cell cycle
arrest and apoptosis, respectively [14,15]. Knockout of TRF2 fur-
ther confirmed the presence of DNA damage response at chromo-
some ends and recapitulated the activation of ATM and end-to-end
chromosome fusion phenotypes [16–18]. Several DNA repair fac-
tors, MRN, ATM, Ku70–80, ligase IV, and 53BP1 which are
involved in non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) pathway and
damage signaling, have been identified to participate in NHEJ-
induced chromosome end fusions at telomeres [16,19–21].
However, inhibition of other shelterin components including TRF1
and POT1/Tpp1 in the presence of TRF2 activates Ataxia telangi-
ectasia and Rad3 related signal but not ATM. Homologous recom-
bination (HR) is triggered by the absence of Pot1 function,
underlying the observed increase in telomere-sister chromatin
exchanges [22–24]. Pot1 depletion in the absence of TRF1 and
TRF2 unravels a new DNA repair pathway, alternative-NHEJ at
telomeric DNA repair [13], indicating that protective functions of
shelterin proteins on telomere are distinct yet partially redundant
in regulating different damage repair pathways.

DNA damage-induced and aging-associated telomere shortening
is often accompanied by insufficient protection of shelterin proteins
[4]. The enrichment of DNA repair factors at genomic DNA double-
strand breaks engages either the NHEJ or the HR pathway. NHEJ
is an error-prone repair pathway and tends to introduce deletions or
insertions both in nucleosomal and telomere DNA. Upon DNA
damage, the shelterin proteins do not block the recruitment of a spe-
cific set of repair proteins; however, the existence of DNA damage
per se does not seem to be sufficient to activate DNA repair in the
presence of the intact shelterin–telomere structure [6]. Loss of telo-
mere shelterin proteins in cells results in the initiation of NHEJ
repair or HR repair. NHEJ-induced chromosome end fusion is pro-
posed to be a major mechanism of telomere crisis-induced cell death
and cancerous transformation [25,26]. The recruitment of NHEJ

repair factor in the presence of shelterin proteins at telomere is more
likely to confer a signal event for cell cycle arrest than the full
deployment of the NHEJ process. Unlike the genomic DNA damage
which arrests cells at G2/M phases, telomere DNA damage tends to
trigger G1 phase arrest [27]. Moreover, interactions between shelter-
in proteins and DNA repair factors can mediate the feedback for
DNA damage response at telomeres and regulate the spatial and
temporal activation of checkpoint kinase [28,29]. The physiological
significance of separation between the recruitment of NHEJ factors
and the execution of NHEJ process at telomere needs to be further
elucidated. Together, the fundamental difference between shelterin-
based telomere structure and nucleosome structure entails distinct
regulatory mechanisms for how DNA damage repair mechanisms
are applied. The roles of each shelterin protein in the selective acti-
vation of DNA damage responses also warrant further studies.

HR and Alternative Lengthening of Telomeres

Cells

Telomerase-deficient cells adapt to the alternative lengthening of
telomeres (ALT) pathway to maintain their telomere length. The
constitutive presence of HR factors at telomeres, identified as ALT-
associated promyelocytic leukemia bodies, is employed to maintain
telomere length and cellular immortalization by HR. Thus, ALT
cells are characterized by the heterogeneous telomere length and
constant localization of HR proteins at telomere. About 10%–15%
cancer cells acquire the ALT mechanism to support the infinite pro-
liferation and survival [30]. In addition to supporting ALT-based
elongation of telomeres, HR functions as the major damage repair
pathway since telomeres are intrinsically resistant to repair through
the NHEJ pathway. Recently, TRF1-tagged FOK1, a sequence-
independent DNA endonuclease, has emerged as a new approach to
model DNA double-strand break repair at telomeres. The TRF1-
FOK1 fusion protein induces double-strand breaks which exhibit
enhanced telomere movement in ALT cells, presumably resulted
from the increased homology searching from the HR-mediated dam-
age repair [31]. It remains unclear as to what are the intrinsic deter-
minants to control ALT cells to utilize HR as the first choice to
repair double-strand breaks at telomeres. The special structure of
single-strand G-rich overhang at telomeres might serve as a potential
marker distinct from nucleosomal DNA. The single-strand portion of
telomere sequence is coated by the shelterin protein POT1 and may
potentially function to avoid HR initiation [17,22]. It is plausible that
regulated POT1 removal or exposed single-strand telomeric DNA can
serve as an initiating event to allow Rad51 binding and the subsequent
homology search. Future studies on how HR is regulated by shelterin
proteins with or without telomerase will help to develop mechanism-
specific cancer therapy for ALT- and telomerase-positive cells.

Effects of Oxidative Damage on Telomeres, Cell

Senescence, and Cancer

Oxidative DNA damage accumulates during aging. Reactive oxygen
radicals in the forms of superoxide and other derivative forms
are mainly originated from mitochondria metabolism, which is
enhanced during elevated oncogenic metabolic stress. When the
amplitude of reactive oxygen species (ROS) production exceeds the
cellular capacity of available ROS scavengers and enzymatic cap-
abilities, nuclear DNA will be inevitably subject to the overload of
oxidative DNA damage. The crucial marker for aging is the gradual
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shortening of telomere, which can be induced by increased oxidative
stress [1,32,33]. The consequence of increased formation of 8-oxo-
7,8-dihydro-2′-deoxyguanosine (8-oxoG) in the G-rich telomere
repeat may saturate the base-excision repair capacity and contribute
to telomere shortening [1,33,34]. As a result, the accumulation of
oxidative DNA damage may lead to both telomere shortening and
strand breaks from stalled telomere replication process [34].
However, testing these potential scenarios has proven to be technic-
ally challenging because modeling oxidative DNA damage response
at the telomeres requires that induction of oxidative damage is spe-
cific to the telomeric DNA region.

Studies on telomere DNA damage response, for the most part,
have been carried out by exposing cells globally to DNA damaging
agents. In the case of oxidative DNA damage, peroxide treatment is
the typical method of choice. These treatments induce global DNA
damage, which affect gene expression that generates confounding
effects on telomeres and the genome. Moreover, global cellular
exposure to DNA damaging agents also incurs extensive cytoplas-
mic effects including mitochondrial dysfunction and metabolic dis-
ruptions, which also impacts nuclear functions and potentially
telomere maintenance [35–37]. Additionally, because telomere
sequences account for <0.5% of the chromosomal DNA in any
mammalian genome [38], >99% of the damage will be on chroma-
tin DNA rather than on telomeric DNA when exogenous damage is
applied to the whole cell. Genetic manipulation of shelterin proteins
or using TRF-localized endonuclease at telomeres, while capable of
generating telomere-specific effects, does not fully recapitulate the
primary and secondary effects of oxidative telomere DNA damage.
The KillerRed (KR) protein is an engineered derivative of the red
florescent protein [39]. Upon excitation by a visible light photon, it
emits an oxygen atom with linear dose dependence. Our laboratory
has generated a KR-TRF1 fusion in which the protein functions are
preserved. When expressed in cells, the KR-TRF1 is incorporated
into the shelterin complex at the telomeres. Upon microscopic visible
light beam (550–580 nm) illumination, oxidative DNA damage can
be introduced in a spatial and temporal manner with an extended
linear dosage for damage delivery. It also allows that oxidative dam-
age is selectively inflicted on telomeres specifically and simultan-
eously in a single cell. Moreover, the instantaneous damage
formation makes it possible to conduct live cell imaging for kinetic
studies of DNA repair factor recruitment and telomere end dynam-
ics [34]. Compared with pan cellular exposure to damaging reagents,
oxidative lesions inflicted by KR provide a well-defined platform for
studying telomeric oxidative DNA damage response with far fewer
confounding elements.

Using the KR-TEL system, our group has shown that telomeric
oxidative DNA damage leads to a number of cellular responses
including increased cellular senescence, cell death, telomere loss, and
sister chromatid association [34]. These observations demonstrate
the importance of oxidative lesion repair in telomeres and in
chromosomal integrity. The phenotype of telomere oxidation in cells
is different from what is observed from shelterin protein depletion
which induces primarily chromosomal fusions in the case of TRF2.
The distinct roles of shelterin proteins are necessary for protecting
telomere DNA integrity. Shelterin protein disruption, as an experi-
mental approach, is ideal for elucidating the telomere structure but
not adequate for studying damage response under physiological con-
ditions. Complete loss of capping and resolution of the T-loop struc-
ture is unlikely sustainable even for cancer cells. Meanwhile,
oxidative DNA damage may be one of the main sources of telomere
instability that threatens the minimum essential chromosomal

stability of cancer cells. Therefore, oxidative DNA damage intro-
duced to normal telomere structures should be an ideal model to
reveal the physiological response of telomeres to aging and DNA
damage. This approach is complementary to the TRF protein-
guided endonuclease which allows modeling of DNA strand breaks
occurred at telomere DNA. The combined use of both the KR-TEL
and TRF-FOK1 systems will provide a more in-depth understanding
of telomere biology during aging and cancer development.

The KR-TEL system generates oxidative telomeric DNA damage
which ranges from base damages to double-strand breaks. Upon
DNA damage, base-excision repair factors, single- and double-strand
break repair proteins are detectable at the damaged telomeres, indi-
cating that the same repair process is shared by nucleosomal and
telomeric DNA [34]. To date, our knowledge is limited with regard
to whether or how the same DNA repair machinery might operate
differentially to counteract the primary and secondary effects of
oxidative DNA damage between telomere and nucleosomal DNA.
Compared with the substantial knowledge and advances in telomere
structural biology, the understanding of how oxidative stress and
oxidative damage are repaired at the telomeres is relatively far from
enough. It will be important to further investigate how telomere
integrity is maintained during oncogenesis with implications on
tumor treatment.

In addition to aberrant signaling-induced cell senescence, telo-
mere dysfunction also induces replicative senescence [40]. Although
both types of senescence are characterized by the DNA damage foci
at telomeres and activation of cell cycle checkpoint mechanisms
[41,42], replicative senescence can actually be reversed by the intro-
duction of active telomerase. Conversely, senescence triggered by
accumulated and persistent DNA damage at telomeres, such as those
induced by genotoxic and oxidative stresses, seems to be more fre-
quently compounded by the fact that the telomere DNA base con-
tent and repetitive nature renders it more prone to DNA damage
than nucleosomal DNA [7]. Therefore, endogenous DNA lesions are
the prevalent elements in inducing cellular senescence regardless of
telomere length or structural status. The elevated spontaneous dam-
age at telomeres can be found in cells with low telomerase activity
or in ALT cells with impaired binding capacity of shelterin proteins
[6]. Future studies regarding the interplays among telomerase, shel-
terin proteins with or without oxidation of telomeres are expected
to improve our understanding of this important aspect of telomere
physiology.

Telomeric Chromatin and Chromosome

Chromatin upon DNA Damage

Besides the shelterin complex, telomeres have a condensed chroma-
tin structure as an additional protection against DNA damage.
Genomic nucleosomes consist of core histones H2A, H2B, H3, and
H4 that form the histone octamer which is wrapped by ~147 bp
DNA. The nucleosomes are separated by linker DNAs associated
with histone H1. Compared with the genomic nucleosomes, telo-
meric chromatin forms more compact nucleosomal structure with
shorter nucleosomal linkers, highlighting the particular configur-
ation of telomeric chromatin [43,44]. The telomere chromatin
resembles heterochromatin, as evidenced by the presence of hetero-
chromatin markers, such as high levels of trimethylation of H3K9
and H4K20 and low levels of acetylated H3 and H4 [45], a com-
mon pattern found in yeast, flies, and mammalian cells [46–48]. The
telomeric chromatin is further assembled to form telomere structure
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by interacting with shelterin proteins [49,50]. Similar to the normal
nucleosomal DNA, histone markers such as H3K9me3 and γH2AX
serve as the DNA damage anchors at the telomeres to recruit DNA
repair proteins. As a result, the condensed structure of telomere
chromatin is altered by chromatin modifying enzymes such as his-
tone methyltransferases [47,48,51], deacetylase [52,53], and histone
code readers [46]. These concerted events create access for DNA
repair factors and facilitate HR or lesion removal. However, the het-
erochromatin characteristics of telomere may help telomere to main-
tain a more compact state for the better concealment of DNA ends
and to function synergistically with shelterin proteins to protect telo-
mere from DNA damage signal recognition [49,50,54].

Regardless of the protective function of the telomere structure,
telomeric DNA is inevitably exposed temporally during replication.
Extensive studies have shown that uncapped telomeric DNA, either
due to replication or due to loss of shelterin proteins, leads to altered
telomeric chromatin modifications, resulting in de-condensation of
telomeric chromatin and accumulation of DNA damage response
proteins [55–57]. In addition, uncapping the telomere by removal of
the shelterin complex induces strong DNA damage response and
telomere fusions, but it keeps the telomeric DNA intact in the
nucleosome [13]. However, how the removal of the shelterin com-
plex leads to the changes in the modification of telomeric chromatin
as well as the inner chromosomal structural changes is still
unknown. Post-translational modifications of telomeric chromatin
are important for both the maintenance of telomere DNA and the
repair of telomere DNA damage [58], suggesting that histone
modification-mediated chromatin remodeling is a crucial step in the
creation of accessible DNA and in recruiting DNA damage response

proteins. Moreover, shelterin proteins also serve as docking sites to
recruit protein complex during damage repair. Both the heterochro-
matin structure and shelterin proteins play important roles in telo-
mere protection. How the two protective mechanisms cooperate in
protecting telomere integrity needs to be further investigated.

Conclusion

Telomeres provide a safeguard to the very end of the chromosomal
DNA to protect it from DNA damage and erroneous processing.
Factors, such as incomplete end replication, exposure to intracellular
and extracellular DNA damage, and insufficient protection from
shelterin proteins from aging or genetic deficiencies, will subject the
telomeres to accelerated shortening. In normal cells, accumulation
of DNA damage at telomeres serves as a signal to activate cell cycle
checkpoint mechanisms rather than immediately initiate NHEJ- or
HR-based repairs. However, elevated telomere DNA damage will
activate the p53 and Rb pathways and arrest cell proliferation to
enter the senescent state. Cells deficient in p53 or Rb are able to cir-
cumvent senescence and continue to proliferate with eroding telo-
meres. This will eventually induce chromosome end fusions and in
most cases chromosomal catastrophe. Telomere crisis, characterized
by telomere structural disintegration and chromosome fusion pheno-
types, can result in cell death as well as gross chromosome instabil-
ities [25]. Cells that survive the telomere crisis are highly
predisposed to cancer development [26,59] (Fig. 1A). In contrast,
non-telomeric chromosomal DNA damage activates the DNA
damage signal cascade and initiates the immediate process by the
DNA repair enzymes. DNA repair is carried out more efficiently in

Figure 1. DNA damage response at telomeres and chromosome sites in somatic cells and cancer cells (A) Telomeric DNA damage response in normal cells.

Cells consistently lose telomeres with each replication cycle and/or with the exposure to endogenous and exogenous DNA damages. Upon DNA damage, repair

proteins are recruited to damaged telomeres, which also serve as signals for the activation of the cell cycle checkpoint mechanism rather than initiation of

impropriate repair leading to chromosomal fusions. The persistent cell cycle arrest transits the cells into senescence. The deficiencies of p53 or Rb genes antag-

onize cell cycle arrest, leading to cell death or cancerous transformation. Cells that undergo ‘telomere crisis’ exhibit short telomeres or chromosomal fusions.

(B) DNA damage response at non-telomeric regions. A subsequent DNA repair pathways including base-excision repair (BER), single-strand break repair

(SSBR), HR, and NHEJ and the sequential DNA damage signal cascade are activated at sites of DNA damage. (C) Telomere maintenance in cancer cells. About

80% cancer cells express telomerase and 15% cancer cells use ALT pathway for telomere maintenance. Telomerase catalyzes the elongation of the telomeres

and inhibits the DNA damage signals. Cancer cells utilize ALT pathway to prevent telomere shortening characterized by heterogeneous telomere lengths. ALT

cancer cells are resistant to NHEJ in response to telomeric DNA damage, but show frequent recruitments of HR proteins at telomeres.
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nucleosomal DNA which possesses a relatively simple structure than
the telomere (Fig. 1B). In immortalized cancer cells, around 80%–90%
cells have telomerase expression and 10%–15% cells depend on
ALT for telomere elongation. Telomerase extends the telomere
length and inhibits the DNA damage signaling. ALT cells utilize HR
to maintain the functionality of telomeres, which often results in het-
erogeneous telomere size distribution (Fig. 1C). Given the essential
role of telomeres in chromosomal stability and in human diseases,
further understanding of DNA damage response of telomeres will bet-
ter our understanding of oncogenesis and aging in general [60–62].
The availability of novel and effective methods of delivering defined
DNA damage specifically at telomeres will significantly improve the
understanding on this unique chromosomal structure, which is highly
protective of the chromosome ends and also presents barriers to DNA
damage removal. Future studies are required to unravel how cells
resolve such conflict to maintain genome stability.
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